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Beyond the Subject: 
Non-Topical Facets for Exploration and Discovery
New developments in the cataloging world can help libraries better answer questions like: What 
music do you have for string quartets? What young adult fiction do you have by African American 
male authors? Do you have any diaries written by pioneer women in Oregon in the late nine-
teenth century? Do you have any recent movies from China?
Introducing New Vocabularies and MARC Fields
Historically, the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) have included terms both 
for what something is about (topic) and for what something is (genre or form). Many us-
ers are looking for something either as a topic, or as a genre or form, and not for the two 
things mixed together. Sometimes LCSH makes a clear, albeit not intuitive, distinction. For 
example, “Symphony” is used for works about symphonies while “Symphonies” is used as a 
genre-form heading on records for scores and performances of symphonies. Sometimes sub-
divisions, such as “History and criticism” are appended to headings to indicate aboutness. 
So “Science fiction” is used for a collection of science fiction stories while “Science fiction—
History and criticism” is used for works about science fiction. However, the guidelines for 
LCSH tell catalogers to omit genre and form information for individual works of literature. 
So, while an anthology of science fiction stories would get the heading “Science fiction,” a 
novel published on its own wouldn’t. All this creates an unpredictable and unwieldy land-
scape for users to navigate.
Starting in 2007, the Library of Congress (LC) began work on a new vocabulary, 
now known as Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms for Library and Archival Materi-
als (LCGFT), to use for genre and form instead of LCSH (Library of Congress, Policy and 
Standards Division, 2017). The initial genre-form terms for film and television were issued 
in September 2007. Since then, LC has coordinated projects to develop basic sets of terms 
for additional areas such as music, literature, and legal and religious materials. Terms for 
visual and artistic works, the last planned project area, were published in 2018. New terms 
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are added to these basic sets of terms on an ongoing basis. In October 2018, Online Audio-
visual Catalogers (OLAC) released a genre-form vocabulary for video games to compensate 
for a gap in LCGFT that LC currently does not have the resources to address (2018).
In the process of separating genres and forms from topical LCSH, the Library of Con-
gress realized that LCSH contains other types of information that are neither topical nor 
genre and form. These include intended audience (e.g., “Conversation and phrase books (for 
medical personnel)”), type of creator (e.g., “Prisoners’ writings”), and instrumentation (e.g., 
“Sonatas (Flute and piano)”). Since one of LC’s goals is to support faceted browsing (Young, 
2017), which requires categories based on “clearly defined, mutually exclusive and collec-
tively exhaustive” characteristics (Taylor, 2000, p. 274), they had to find somewhere else to 
put this information.
As a result, they created two additional new vocabularies: Library of Congress Medium 
of Performance Thesaurus for Music (LCMPT) for instruments and voices and Library 
of Congress Demographic Group Terms (LCDGT) for audiences and creators. An initial 
800 medium of performance terms were published in 2014 and are now in widespread use 
for music cataloging (Library of Congress, Policy and Standards Division, 2019b). The 
first demographic group terms were published in 2015. However, the demographic group 
vocabulary is currently frozen following a pilot implementation, while LC reevaluates its 
underlying structure and principles (Library of Congress, Policy and Standards Division, 
2019a). In 2012-2013, three new fields were created in the MARC 21 format as places to 
record this kind of information: 385 (Audience Characteristics), 386 (Creator/Contributor 
Characteristics) and 382 (Medium of Performance). 
How Improving the Searchability of Non-Topical  
Characteristics of Resources Can Help Users
The following examples demonstrate some possible uses for these fields, as well as a number 
of other MARC fields for non-topical aspects of library resources. The illustrations are taken 
from a sandbox view of the University of Oregon’s Primo discovery interface. If you wish to 
experiment with your own searches, you can try it out at
http://alliance-primo-sb.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/search?vid=UO_NRWG.
Instrumentation
Music students often come to the library looking for scores for their instrument. LCSH 
for instrumentation are inconsistent in their formatting and may be combined with other 
types of information. Even if a user limits their search to scores to eliminate resources about, 
say, saxophone music, they may have trouble searching effectively. In a traditional subject 
browse list, saxophone music may appear under “S” for saxophone, but it also shows up 
under the names of other instruments, after genres, and following terms such as quartets 
and woodwind trios:
•	 Didjeridu	and	saxophone	music
•	 Marches	(Saxophone	and	piano)
•	 Quartets	(Piano,	saxophones	(2),	vibraphone)
•	 Saxophone	and	piano	music
•	 Saxophone	music
•	 Saxophone	music	(Saxophones	(2))
  V o l  2 5  N o  1  •  S p r i n g  2 0 1 9
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In a keyword search, the user must know to look for both singular and plural forms. 
Untangling these different characteristics and recording them in a consistent and predict-
able way eases the burden on the user. For example, in a discovery interface that includes 
separate facets for non-topical information, a search for Beethoven can be easily limited by 
the search facets, “Resource Type” and “Instrument or Voice (Music)” to scores that contain 
a part or parts for the violin.
O R E G O N  L I B R A R Y  A S S O C I A T I O N
These results can be further refined by genre or form, total number of performers, ad-
ditional instruments or exact instrumentation.
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Creators, Audiences, and Demographic Characteristics
In many cases, users are interested in the perspective from which something is written or 
created. This is particularly true for all kinds of autobiographical materials, including archi-
val materials, and literature and the arts. Demographic characteristics of the creator, such 
as those found in LC Demographic Group Terms, can potentially be helpful. For example, 
users might wish to search for short stories by Mexican-American authors, poetry by Orego-
nians, or autobiographies by women written in the 17th century.
  V o l  2 5  N o  1  •  S p r i n g  2 0 1 9
Demographic group terms can also be useful for bringing out the intended audience 
of a resource. Historically, this has most commonly been done for materials intended for 
children, and it is possible to leverage existing fixed field data in MARC records to bring this 
out. Existing data can also sometimes be used to distinguish among resources on technical, 
medical, or legal topics intended for experts, the general public, or children. The 385 field 
(Audience Characteristics) supports more fine-grained distinctions in audience and could 
identify such things as math textbooks for third graders. This new field expands the pos-
sibilities for expressing audience to things like Chinese language phrase books targeted at 
businesspeople versus tourists, or books on the job search process aimed at college students 
versus people over fifty.
Places, Dates, and Original Language
Places associated with works are often of interest. For example, a user doing a search for 
folk music might be interested in refining their search by place of origin. Users might also 
be interested in novels set in New York City or movies filmed in their hometown. Someone 
might also be interested in exploring performances of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony by date 
of recording or browsing 19th century Russian novels. Currently, this information is most 
likely to be found as part of LCSH strings or in note fields. All of these searches will be 
more successful when non-topical information is more widely recorded in separate fields as 
structured data. 
The transition to structured data for recording these characteristics is well underway in 
moving image cataloging. The definition of MARC 257 (Country of Producing Entity) was 
expanded in 2009 to permit its use in non-archival cataloging. 041 subfield h (Language 
code of original) was redefined in 2011 to include the original language of a work even when 
the resource being cataloged does not contain a translation. OLAC has promoted the use of 
these subfields and 046 subfield k (Beginning or single date created) in its widely-used best 
practices for cataloging DVDs and streaming video (Online Audiovisual Catalogers, 2018). 
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These fields support targeted searches. Unfortunately, Primo, the University of Oregon’s 
discovery interface, does not support faceted browsing prior to entering a search term, but a 
keyword search for “films” limited to French under the original language facet provides a list 
that can then be narrowed by country of production or original date of release.
O R E G O N  L I B R A R Y  A S S O C I A T I O N
Three other related MARC fields, 370 for associated place, 377 for associated language, 
and 388 for time period of creation were added to the MARC 21 format in 2014, but have 
been more commonly used in authority records to date.
Roadmap to Improving Access to Non-Topical  
Characteristics of Library Resources
A lot of work has gone into the development of these new vocabularies and MARC fields 
for non-topical characteristics of library resources, and they have great potential to support 
exploratory search for many types of library resources. However, much work remains to be 
done before they can be optimally realized.
Best Practices, Documentation, and Training
In order to accurately and consistently add these fields, catalogers need a shared understanding 
of how to use them and many decisions remain to be made about best practices. Documenta-
tion will then be needed to record these choices, and training will be needed to disseminate 
the decisions that were made and raise awareness in the broader cataloging community.
There are some existing training materials and documentation, but much is still in draft 
form. LC’s draft documentation for demographic group terms and genre-form terms, as well 
as their documentation for the medium of performance thesaurus is freely available online 
(Library of Congress, Policy and Standards Division, 2018a-c). The Music Library As-
sociation has created best practices for LCMPT and for LCGFT for music (2019). OLAC 
has developed best practices for LCGFT for moving images, although these have not been 
updated in almost eight years (Online Audiovisual Catalogers, 2011). Adam Schiff of the 
University of Washington has developed training materials for some of these fields (2019).
The American Library Association Subject Access Committee (2017) has released a 
white paper on implementation of these new faceted vocabularies and charged a subcom-
mittee with the development of best practices and training materials (American Library As-
sociation Subject Access Committee, 2019). This work should result in more authoritative 
and comprehensive guidance. 
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Retrospective Record Enhancement and Recall
Even if catalogers agree on a shared practice and begin routinely adding these fields to new 
records, there are many, many existing records that lack these data points. Since it is not 
practical to recatalog all of these materials, it will be necessary to use automated or semi-
automated methods to enhance existing records. Music catalogers have made the most 
progress on this front. The Music Library Association, in collaboration with the program-
mer librarian Gary Strawn, has developed a music toolkit, which was released in April 2018 
(Mullin, 2018a). The toolkit works on individual records in OCLC’s Connexion client cata-
loging software. It is run as a macro and uses complex algorithms to analyze existing LCSH 
and some coded information in records for scores and musical recordings. It then adds new 
fields to the record, including genre and form, and medium of performance. The music 
toolkit is only as good as the existing metadata in the record. Therefore, it must be reviewed 
by a cataloger and may need to be corrected or expanded manually. However, assuming the 
existing metadata is sound, it is largely accurate in its inferences and saves significant typing 
time. Mullin (2018b) anticipates that the tool will be adapted for larger-scale automated 
enhancement projects with selective human review. It is likely to be more difficult to expand 
this approach to other materials, such as individual works of literature, where the desired 
information is often not explicitly recorded in the bibliographic record in any form.
Although tools are being developed to populate existing records with these fields, this 
will take time and will likely be less complete and less granular than is possible in new cata-
loging. Libraries may be reluctant to expose these new fields to the public due to concern 
about incomplete retrieval. Clearly some minimum level of recall is necessary. On the other 
hand, all large datasets have errors and omissions and 100% retrieval for all queries can only 
be an aspiration. Flaherty and Morgan (2019) argue that “one of Google’s original competi-
tive advantages was that it recognized that precision was more important than recall in the 
context of searching an almost infinite data source like the web—in other words, displaying 
only relevant results for a query is better than returning every result that could potentially 
be relevant (at the penalty of including many low-value hits).” Questions to consider mov-
ing forward include: What is a minimally acceptable level of recall and how will we know when 
we have reached it? Will the relevancy ranking provided by library discovery systems be sufficient 
to provide a satisfactory user experience?
Incorporation into Discovery Interfaces
Although getting the data into the records is an essential first step, it is of little use if public-
facing discovery systems can’t take advantage of it. In some cases, such as LC’s demographic 
group terms in the audience and creator characteristics fields, the data is already in a form 
suitable for basic display, search, and use in facets. All that is needed is a system that pro-
vides local flexibility in deciding which fields to display, to include in search indexes and to 
use for creating facets. However, some of these fields require more manipulation in order to 
be useful. This, in turn, requires either a system that is hardcoded by the vendor or devel-
oper to perform such manipulation or which provides tools that a library can use to do this 
itself. An example of this type of data is a typical 382 (Medium of Performance) field (see 
table below). A raw, unmanipulated display of the MARC field is unlikely to be helpful to 
users (e.g., “viola 1 clarinet 1 piano 1”). McGrath and Lowery (2018a, 2018b) were able to 
use the data manipulation tools of Primo’s Back Office to produce the more human-readable 
display on line 3 for the Orbis-Cascade Alliance’s shared Primo discovery layer. However, it 
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was impossible to reproduce the Music OCLC User Group’s recommended display (Belford, 
2015) due to technical constraints on the types of data modification Primo supports. Coded 
data, such as dates from the 046 field or original language information from 041, will also 
require transformation to be useful to end users.
Conclusion
LC’s new vocabularies and related MARC fields have great potential for helping library users 
find resources based on their non-topical characteristics, but much work remains to be done 
to turn these possibilities into reality.
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